CLAXTON BRICK PONDS.
YDAA control the fishing on
two old brick pits at Claxton.
Members only.
Night Fishing is allowed by
prior arrangement via the
Waters Secretary.
It should be noted that the
ponds are a good walk from
the car park.(10-15 mins)

House approximately 300yards.
Claxton Brick ponds are old established ponds, which have been purposely left to nature.
At one time the fishery was a very prolific and balanced fishery but has become some what
neglected by members over recent years and will hold many surprises as it has seen little angling
pressure in recent times. Regular work parties are now improving the fishery.
The water holds a good head of bream and roach with a sprinkling of carp and tench.
It is sheltered by the surrounding woodlands and beware, in the warmer months you are guaranteed
bites from the large mosquitoes that live here!
It is ideal for the angler who wants to get away from it all and experience venturing into the
unknown. This experience is unique now a days and members specifically asked for this to remain
when the extension of the lease was reviewed a couple of years ago.
Pole or waggler will catch fish close in. Maggot, caster, worm, sweetcorn and bread being the best
baits. The feeder will produce good catches of bream when casting to the middle of the lake. The
end pegs in the small pond can fish well in the spring.

Parking
here
A 64

Travelling from York, take the A64 to (Scarborough) turning right to Claxton just after the
Sand Hutton junction.
Parking for the fishery is next to the farm buildings on the right hand side of the road. Park
facing the farm buildings and take care not to obstruct the working farm.
The ponds are accessed through the farm gate following the public footpath into the wood.
Then turn to the left through the wood to the pond, from where the footpath continues around
both ponds.
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